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We report here the observation of MHD modes identified as electron fishbones in Tore Supra

discharges using Lower Hybrid (LH) waves for generating most of the plasma current. Fish-

bone modes are marginally stable ideal modes, which are destabilised by trapped suprathermal

particle, via wave-particle resonance at the toroidal precession frequency. Ion fishbone modes

are driven by deeply trapped ions, and they destabilise the internal kink [1], as well as the

double-kink modes [2]. This latter form of ion fishbone has been observed in JET Optimised

Shear scenario [3]. The mechanism for electron fishbone is similar, except that the ideal mode

is destabilized by barely trapped electrons. Up to now, electron fishbone modes have only been

observed associated to the internal (q = 1) mode, in discharges heated at the Electron Cyclotron

frequency [4] [5] [6], or with LH waves [7]. But it is natural that, in reversed magnetic shear

plasmas with a suprathermal electron population, electron fishbone can exist in association with

the double-kink mode. This is what we observe in Tore Supra for the first time, where the elec-

tron fishbone mode is observed in association with the double-kink mode on q = 2 and q = 3/2.

The Tore Supra tokamak [8] is equipped with two LH antennas capable of delivering about

3 MW for long duration (best present result is 3 MW for 370 s). Electron fishbone modes are

observed in fully non-inductive discharges using LH, but also in other LH discharges with non-

zero loop voltage, some of them having in addition a fast ion population driven by Ion Cyclotron

Resonance Heating (ICRH) system.

Detection of MHD modes is provided by the measurement of electron temperature profile by

means of a 32 channels Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) radiometer (sampling rate 1-86

kHz) [9], and by a recently installed Correlation ECE diagnostic [17]. Magnetic probes are

limited to the detection of mode frequency lower than 10 kHz, and unfortunately they are not

sensitive enough to detect inner MHD modes such as the ones considered here.

The plasma current driven by LH waves is determined from Hard X-ray tomography recon-

struction, using the 38 chords of the horizontal camera. The current profile due to LH waves

is calculated by dividing the bremsstrahlung emission from suprathermal electrons in the range

60-80 keV by the local electron density. The result is then renormalized to the expected LH
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Figure 1: Hard X-ray profile
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Figure 2: ECE time traces
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Figure 3: Radial structure

driven current, corresponding to a global current drive efficiency of about 0.61019AW−1m−2,

which is more precisely adjusted so as to reproduce the experimental loop voltage. The LH

contribution to the non-inductive current is used as input in the integrated code CRONOS [10]

(where the bootstrap current is calculated with the NCLASS code [11], for a consistent re-

construction of the magnetic equilibrium). LH current drive in Tore Supra has a hollow profile,

as evidenced by Hard X-ray tomography (figure 1, where error bars materialize the upper and

lower values in the period t=19-20s). For this reason, non-inductive discharges using LH are

characterized by a negative magnetic shear in the plasma core, which is favourable to low elec-

tron heat transport [12], but is also prone to the triggering of double-tearing modes [13].

Electron fishbone modes are often detected in fully non-inductive discharges, where LH current

represents about 90% of the total current, the rest being provided by the bootstrap current. As

a first example we consider a discharge at a magnetic field B = 3.7T and a total plasma current

Ip = 0.51MA. In several phases of this discharge, fluctuations of the electron temperature at

about 9 kHz are observed in the region R=2.55-2.65 m, which corresponds to an off-axis region

r/a=0.1-0.3 (figure 2). The radial structure of the mode is determined from the Morlet wavelet

transform of the ECE signal by: δTe = A( f )cosΦ( f ), where A( f ) and Φ( f ) are the amplitude

and phase of the wavelet transform at the frequency where the spectrogram is maximum. The

mode structure exhibits an off-axis maximum which is consistent with the hollow safety factor,

and points towards a double-resonant mode on q = 2 (figure 3).

From experimental measurements, one can deduce the energy of electrons participating in the

fishbone destabilization, which is: EeV = rRBω/q, where the energy is expressed in eV, B is

the magnetic field, R the major radius, r the minor radius, q the safety factor, and ω the mode

frequency, equal to the toroidal precession frequency. For the example of figure 3, we find

E≃40keV . Electrons of this energy belong to the suprathermal tail driven by LH. Indeed, the
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energy at which starts the deviation from a Maxwellian distribution is [14]: E1≃5Te,keV , that is

to say E1≃20keV in the same example. This evaluation supports the interpretation of the high

frequency mode as an electron fishbone destabilized by fast electron tail driven by LH waves.

Hollow safety factor profiles are prone to the excitation of double-tearing modes, as observed

in Tore Supra fully non-inductive discharges [13], but the observation of an electron fishbone

alone is possible when the minimum of the safety factor is close enough to the rational. Indeed,

the n = 1 mode is then stable, as shown on fig. 4 (CASTOR code [15] is used here; the growth

rate is normalized to the Alfven time τA = R
√

µ0ρM/B, where ρM is the mass density, and the

resistivity is normalized to µ0R2/τA, so that η is the inverse Lundquist number η = τA/τR = 1/S

; the scan in qmin is performed by rescaling the equilibrium).

The transition from fishbone to tearing mode has only been observed during a particular form

of the O-regime with Giant Oscillations [16]. Since the equilibrium safety factor in such regime

is expected to oscillate close to the magnetic axis (which is confirmed by recent observation

of unstable Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes (TAE) at the location of electron fishbone in similar

discharges with ICRH [17]), this experimental observation does not reproduce the simple shift

down of the safety factor profile shown in fig. 4. Instead, it appears to change from a double-

resonant configuration in the case where the electron fishbone is present, to a single or triple

resonant case as deduced from the tearing mode structure (fig. 5). There is in fact a possible

impact of electron fishbone mode on magnetic equilibrium that could explain . Indeed, this

instability should in principle redistribute part of the fast electron population, and in the case

where the same population is also driving the plasma current, one would expect an impact of the

mode on the magnetic equilibrium itself. There is actually a possible implication of the electron

fishbone mode on the O-regime phenomenon, since the amplitude of the mode is sometimes

observed to follow electron temperature oscillations. However, whether this a cause or a conse-

quence is still to be assessed. If so, electron fishbone modes could have important impact in the

Advanced Scenario envisaged for a Fusion Reactor in the presence of a high energy electron

population, through a partial redistribution of the plasma current in the MHD-unstable region.
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Figure 4: Linear stability of

double-tearing mode
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